
	

Memory Test  

How to play the game: 

There are a number of items hidden under a sheet on the table, the sheet will be lifted off for one 
minute then re-covered. 

Try to memorise as many items on the table as possible in one minute, once items are covered up 
fill out answer sheet with as many items as you can remember. You will have one minute to see 
the items and four minutes to write down what you can remember. This will be done twice with 
two sets of items. 

This will be scored individually, each team member will have their own answer sheet. No 
conferring. 


Equipment:

Table and 2 chairs 

Grooming kit items as listed below

Sheet or towel to cover items x2 

Stop watch 

Pens x6, clipboards x5 and answer sheet for each competitor 

Answer legend for scoring. 


Tips for organisers:

Tell the teams they must not speak to each other and can only start writing once the items have 
been re-covered. Stand a team member on each side/end of the table so that they are not able to 
glance at each others answers. 

Remind competitors to write their name, branch and team number on each sheet. 

Add up the scores, double check and initial before handing over to scorers. 

Mini competition - it is recommended that a couple of spare helpers are available for this table 
incase any competitors require help with writing. 

At the table each individual competitors score sheet will be added up as per the round information 
sheet. 

When all three or four team members score arrive with the scorers, add up the total which will be 
out of 60 for three team members and 80 for four team members. 

Then divide by the number of team members ie three or four to get a team total between 0-20. 


Grooming kits to include any of the below items 
Body brush

Dandy brush 

Rubber curry comb 

Hoof pick 

Mane comb

Mane and tail brush 

Sweat scraper 

Plastic curry comb

Sponge 

Water brush 

Metal curry comb 

Hoof oil

Hoof oil brush 

Stable rubber

Plaiting bands

Tail bandage

Head collar 

Lead rope

Curved scissors 

Tack tray 




	

Memory Test 


Answer sheet for Competitors 


Branch/Centre: ___________________________  Team Number:____________


Competitor Name:___________________________________________________


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

Total score_______/20


Round one items Round two items 



	

Answer legend 


To score - on each competitors score sheet tick the correct items, allocate one point per 
item correctly recalled. Total points available 20 


Round one items Round two items 

Body brush Metal curry comb 

Dandy brush Hoof oil

Rubber curry comb Hoof oil brush 

Hoof pick Stable rubber

Mane comb Plaiting bands

Mane and tail brush Tail bandage

Sweat scraper Head collar 

Plastic curry comb Lead rope

Sponge Curved scissors 

Water brush Tack tray


